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VES1994P Price: 255,000€ 

Apartment

Benidorm

2 Bedrooms

2 Bathrooms

PRE-SALES OFFER!!! NEW BUILD :: 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 500m FROM THE
BEACH IN BENIDORMModern apartment complex in an exceptional location in
BENIDORM. The promenade is just a few minutes walk from the complex and the main
shopping areas are also all around the development, finding supermarkets and restaurants
a few minutes’ walk.The complex is made up of a 22-storey building comprising (all)
2-bedroom apartments, with various orientations and different design options.The launch
prices of the apartments start in and around € 220,000 + VAT.This boutique “residential”
complex is a tower, slender and different. Simple and ambitious building. Forty-...
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our houses full of light and joy. Forty-four homes ready to live, with an outdoor terrace. Just 2 homes per

floor…LocationThis residential complex has a strategic location in Benidorm. It is close to the main levante beach

promenade which provides a good connection to anywhere in the city. Its surroundings have all kinds of services,

from restaurants, supermarkets, shops to leisure and sports spaces, which facilitate day-to-day life.L I V E I N B E

N I D O R MBENIDORM has all the conditions necessary for an excellent quality of life. It is a nice town surrounded

by multiple natural spaces to relax and stroll. The beach is less than 3 minutes(by car) from the residential and it is

flanked by a seafront promenade with all kind of shops and restaurants.In the vicinity there are beautiful beaches

and the “Sierra Helada”, natural park a tourist landmark in the Valencian Community.Residential complexElegant

outdoor areas blended with designer interior spaces. Unique and well-cared spaces where you can find everything

you need for leisure and enjoyment without leaving home.FACILITIES1. Adult pool2. Children’s pool3. Sun

loungers area4. Children’s play área5. Pedestrian access6. Parking AccessTERRACESThe importance of enjoying

the sun and the outdoor space, typical of the Mediterranean climate. Therefore, each apartment have large

terraces from 18sqm to 26sqm.Please contact us to know more about these impressive family apartments for sale!
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